Avishkar Hyperloop, IIT Madras
The Team
The 70-members-strong academically
diverse team from IIT Madras is
developing scalable and cost effective
technologies for their vision of Indian
Hyperloop.
Team’s relentless research over the
years has yielded novel contactless
propulsion and braking systems, control
strategies and more.

The Plan

Acclamations

With an ambition to conduct a
sub-scale Hyperloop pilot, we are
building
the
world’s
largest

student-run
Hyperloop
testing
facility, a 500m Hyperloop vacuum
tube, at IIT Madras by March 2022.
The testbed will accelerate our novel
research, and help us demonstrate the
world’s best Hyperloop systems at the
European Hyperloop Week 2022.

Prototype to validate design

2019: We were the only Asian team at
SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition.
Finished in top-10 and met Elon Musk.

2021: Won at European Hyperloop Week

The Hyperloop
Our planet cannot sustain our practices much longer.
We must invest in new sustainable technologies to
take us into the future.
Elon Musk proposed a system of levitating pods
travelling in vacuum tubes between cities, equipped
with regenerative braking and on-tube solar power.
●
●
●

Transonic speed (0.7-0.9 mach)
Frequency of metro
To and from city centres

The all-electric system would have zero direct
emissions, while also being, faster, cost-effective
and weather resistant.

Case for Chennai-Vellore-Bengaluru Corridor
Total distance

340 Km

Travel time

30 min

Speed
Average carbon footprint
for the journey
Carbon emission
potentially offsetted

0.5 mach

600 km/hr

ZERO

vs 27.6 kg CO2e/pax currently

Equivalent to
emission of
2,00,000+ people

Avishkar Through the Years

Sep’17

Jul’19

Mar’20

May’21

Aug’21

Designed our ﬁrst
pod and test rigs

Manufactured
India’s ﬁrst
autonomous pod

Completed design
of Pod 2.0

Built Asia’s most
advanced Pod

Hyperloop Tube
Design Patent

Established a
framework for pod
development

Novel mechanisms
underwent rigorous
tests

Designed novel
electrodynamic
wheels

Implemented
contactless braking
and propulsion

Tested a prototype
of our novel and cost
effective design

Pod 2021: ‘Garv’
While in our homes, we designed our pod with
a host of novel and ambitious technologies.
Despite the second covid wave at its peak, we
persevered through and built Asia's most
advanced Hyperloop pod prototype.

Contactless propulsion using
Linear Induction motor

Contactless braking using eddy
currents

In-house design of compact DC to AC
inverter for propulsion control

Variable thickness monocoque
CFRP chassis

High discharge battery with 48kW
(200A) capacity

Semi-active suspension using MR
dampers

Acclamations
Pod Run Demonstration Event
IIT Madras

Top-10

ﬁnalists at the SpaceX
Hyperloop Pod
Competition 2019.
Only Asian ﬁnalist
Got selﬁe with Elon Musk

.

Demonstrated
a live pod run to
Dr VK Saraswat (NITI Aayog),
IITM Director and Dean,
and Industry representatives.

Won the

.

Most Scalable
Design Award
.

.

.

And Top-5 in several
categories at the European
Hyperloop Week 2021.

Media

And many more...
*Each logo above redirects to the respective article*

Milestones ahead: On the Pod
On-track Propulsion

Levitation

Motor Control

● Developed and implemented Linear
Induction Motor after 3 years of
research.
● Now aiming to implement a
cost-effective
and
scalable
on-track propulsion technology.
● On track propulsion will allow for
lighter pods.

● Demonstrated levitation using
circular induction motor in a test
setup last year.

● Undertaken cutting edge research
to develop AC-AC converter to
provide variable frequency and
voltage AC current for propulsion
and levitation.

● Working to implement a low-power
and scalable levitation with minimal
drag on our upcoming Hyperloop
pod.

● Researching control algorithms and
regenerative braking.

With our novel research in scalable systems, we will build, test and demonstrate our systems to be the
world’s best at the European Hyperloop Week competition in July 2022

Milestones ahead: On the Tube
World’s largest
student-run Hyperloop
testing facility

500 m

2m

Tube length

Diameter

Summer 2022

300 kmph
Pod 2022 speed target

Aspirational
target

At

IIT Madras campus

The Vision: Full-Pilot

10 km
length

Expected by

4m
diameter

Mid 2024
● After the subscale pilot, a life-size implementation
will be undertaken by an upcoming corporate
consortium.
● The consortium’s team of dedicated engineers will
develop the Hyperloop under a Joint Development
Agreement with IIT Madras.
● Our sponsors would get an exclusive right of ﬁrst
opportunity to join the consortium.

Journey of Hyperloop
Phase 1
Proof of Concept
(Sub-scale pilot)

Phase 2
Technology
Demonstration (Pilot)

Phase 3
Commercial Hyperloop
Corridor

Summer 2022

Mid 2024

2028-2030

500m, 2m

10km, 4m

340 km-30 min

Track length and diameter

Track length and diameter

● At the Discovery Campus of
IIT Madras.
● Developed
by
Team
Avishkar Hyperloop.

● The Hyperloop technology
will be ready for mass use.
● Piloted by the corporate
consortium.

Chennai-Bengaluru corridor

● Commercial use of the
sustainable transportation.
● An
SPV
led
by
the
consortium to take projects.
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